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persistent surplus revalued the deutsehemark
upwards by 0 -9 per cent Thereafter tension m
the foreign exchange markets was relaxed and
dishoardmg and a fall m speculative demand for
gold coincided witn large sales by producers so
that the free market price for told fell to 83o a
fine ounce The r\£F reached an agreement "with
South Africa to buy South Afr can gold in certair
circumstances e g when thf gold price is S3a or
below This me mt that newly mined gold could
now enter offlei"! re mes and that the free
market pnce would be unhkelv to fall below the
official price
(m) The United States Deficit
In 1970 the deficit in the United ctates balance
of payments rose to a record level This was
financed by creditor countries increasing their
dollar balances They had little choice a large
scale conversion of dollar balances would force the
United States to renounce its obligation to supply
gold to centril banks at $35 per ounce It became
increasingly clear that if the United States failed
to reduce its deficit by restricting capital outflows
or mihtarj expenditures abroad the creditor
countries would either have to go on financing
American deficits by accuniulatms dollars or allow
their currencies to appreciate in terms of ths
dollar In 1971 the dollar appeared to be the
weakest of the major currencies
dv) Reform ol the International Monetary System
There is an increasing shortage of international
liauldity which gives a deflationary twist to the
world economy and threatens the con inuation of
free trade What means are available to increase
international liauidity? There are two main alter
natives a nse In the price of gold In terms of all
currencies or the creation of an international paper
money
A rise m the gold price would increase inter
national liquidity first by increasing the money
value of existing and future gold reserves and
second by encouraging gold production How
ever there are certain disadvantages It helps
those countries most which need help least—those
with large gold reserves it represents a victory for
the gold speculators and so acts as a stimulus to
further hoarding and speculation m the future it
helps m particular the gold producing countries
Russia and South Africa and finally it represents
a sheer waste of economic resources gold has litt'e
value except as a means of international payment
The most likely method of securing a general rise m
the price of gold would be a devaluation of the
dollar since most other currencies would be de
valued simultaneously Therefore devaluation
could not cure the U S deficit For these reasons
the United States Government decided against
devaluation of the dollar at the tune of the gold
crisis
The domestic currency of the United Kingdom
is not backed by gold on a one pound note the
Governor of the Bank of England promises to pay
the bearer on demand the sum of one pound—
another pound note 1 Yet within Britain there is
complete confidence in the currency because it
is generally acceptable and so convertible into
goods and services Just as gold no longer backs
the domestic currency there is no need for gold in
settlement of international payments All we
need is a generally acceptable international
currency ie one in which all countries have
confidence
Such a currency could be created by an inter
national authority constituted for this purpose
and it could be made available to deficit countriea
which could then pay their creditors m the new
currency In this way the current shortage of
international liauidifcy could be made good and
indeed gold—Keynes barbarous relic —could
be supplanted There are various difficulties in
such a scheme It would involve some loss, of
national autonomy and the vesting of considerable
power in the international authority issuing the
paper currency Decisions would have to be made
as to which countries should receive the new cur
rency and in what Quantities And there is a
fear that it would enable reckless governments to
pursue inflationary policies without the discipline
 imposed by shortage of reserves and that their
inflation would be infectious Many variations
un this basic scheme have been devised in an
ittempt to surmount these—largely political—
objections
(v) Special Drawing: Rights
In the past the lAIF has merel} providea deficit
countries with lo^ns to be repaid over a certim
period («ee GfS) However the amount of these
credit lacilities has been mcrea ed over tune In
IQjO the quota* paid b member^ to the TMT were
raised by 50 per cent in 1964 by 26 per cent and
in 1970 by about 35 per cent Moreover in order
to increase the resources available to neutralise the
massive movements of short term funds wh'ch had
so disrupted ba'ance of pavments in 1960 and 1961
the IMF initiated a scheme for a lenders club
In December 1961 the mam trading countries—
the Group of Ten—undertook (subject to some
control by lending countries over the use of the
funds) to mak" available loans totalling over
£2 000 million to the IMP for relendingto countries
of the Group suffering an outflow of short term
funds
In 19G7 the memoers of the nym* agreed in
principle to a scheme according special drav-i iq
nahts (SDEs) to member countries and in 1070
the scheme &jne into operation SDEs are dls
tnbuted annually to all members in proportion to
their quotas with the IMF They hare a fixed
value in terms of gold and like gold are generally
accepted as a means of payment Thus a deficit
country can use its SDEa to buy the currency of
the countries with which it has a deficit and the
surplus countries m accumulating SKBs earn a
rate of interest on them This is a movement to
wards an international paper currency smce the
SDKs unlike IMF loans do not have to be repaid
they are a permanent addition to international
reserves The first allocation—totalling S3 414
million of which Britain received §410 million—
was made in 1970 and further allocations were
agreed for 1971 and 1972 The scheme was
launched on a scale which is small in relation to
the size of the problem but it is a step in the
right direction
(vi) Sterling as a Reserve Currency
The sterling balances (see G7 and 32) came under
pressure from a new Quarter in 1968 There were
many sterling area holders of sterling balances in
eluding most governments who did not speculate
against the pound in 19C7 and suffered a capital
loss when the pound was devalued Anticipating
further capital loss at the time of the gold crisis in
1968 they ran down their sterling balances so
endangering the Bntish gold reserves In,
September the central banks of the major indus
trial countries agreed at Basle to grant the United
Kingdom new credit facilities of up to £800
million for ten years with which to finance such
sales of sterling Also the British Government
guaranteed, the value m terms of US dollars of
most of the official sterling reserves held by these
countries m re-^urn for their holding at least a
certain proportion of their reserves m sterling
These arrangements should help to protect sterling
against the dangers of being a reserve currency
(Tii) The Eurodollar Market
The Eurodollar market is a market for bank
deposits which are denominated Ji foreign curren
cies It derives its name from the fact that most
of the banks which accept these foreign currency
deposits are in Europe (Including Britain) and
most of the deposits are denominated in U S
dollars The Eurodollar market has grown at
remarkable speed A phenomenon of the 1980s
the market involved deposits of 89 billion jn 1964
and f37 billion in 1969 The reason for that
growth was the profitability of Eurodollar trans
actions Banks found that particularly if only
large units of money were handled they could
profitably borrow funds m country A and lend in
country B while paying interest rates higher than
those paid in country A and charging rates lower

